
Glass Cutting,
Tools, & Cleaning
Tips

 2018 Ultimate Optical Mirror Cutting Guide
 

Follow this guide as well as practice these tips and trick for flawless optical glass
cutting. You’ll need a few tools and supplies to get started. Smaller sample pieces
of glass are a necessity if this is your first glass cutting experience.

  
It’s easier than you ever imagined! Trust us and let us know if you have any
questions along the way. We are here to help.

 

How To Cut Glass Without Making Mistakes
 

Follow our Full Detailed Video
 

Hint

TOOLS & SUPPLIES
 

Glass Scoring Wheel
 

Running Pliers
 

Morton Glass Cutting Table
 

Safety Gloves
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Safety Glasses
 

EXPLAINED
 

Creating a
score line to

break the glass.
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Glass Scoring Wheel
 

Placing over the
score line to safely

break the glass.
 

Running Pliers
 

System for custom
or unique cuts in
large quantities.

 

Morton Cutting Table
 

Glass gloves protect
against sharp or

unseen
 

Safety Gloves
 Protect yourself against

unseen airborn chips
and shards of mirror.

 

Safety Glasses
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CUT ON THE COATED SIDE
 

Whether you have a front surface mirror or a beamsplitter mirror,
it will be best to find the coated side and if possible score/break
on that side.

  
It leaves for a cleaner break. This also means the less edge work
or clean-up you will have to do after cutting.

  
 

OPTIONAL TOOLS
 

A sanding block makes
for an affordable tool to
clean up the edges of
your cut after scoring
and breaking the glass.
Hold the glass at an
angle and gently slide the
block over all 8 edges
front and back.

 

A belt sander is a high quality
edge polishing machine
compared to the sanding block.
Water streams evenly on the belt
to keep the glass cool. If the glass
heats up while sanding it could
crack. Change the type of belt for
a heavier or softer grind.

 

What side do I score when cutting a first surface mirror?
 

Glass first surface mirror will
have a blue protective laminate
covering the front side of the
mirror. You can cut on either side
with the glass scoring blade. For
1.1mm thickness first surface
mirror it will be easier to cut on
the non-laminated side. You will
not be able to put enough
pressure to cut through the
laminate and score the glass at
the same time without cracking
the glass.

 

CUTTING GLASS FIRST SURFACE MIRROR
 

It is great for cutting 18″ x 24″ mirrors or
smaller. We have larger cutting
equipment here in our shop, so we use this to
precision cut bulk smaller orders around 6″ x
6″ in size.

  
To start using the Morton Glass Cutting
System, set the acrylic grid together. We have
it attached to a piece of half-inch plywood to
keep it more stable. Place the
perpendicular guide lined up with the top and
bottom support that snap into place. Take the
smaller yellow twists guides and measure the
distance from the perpendicular support.

  
Slide your mirror in place and use the glass
score cutting wheel to apply medium even
pressure, or until you hear a scoring or
scratching sound coming from the glass. You
may begin at either the top or the bottom of
the mirror. You can only score the glass once
so be sure to start at the very edge of the
glass and end at the very edge for an even
score.

  
Now that we have our scoreline take the
running pliers to the very edge of the glass.
Line them up perfectly center with the score.
Apply slight pressure until the glass pops
apart. Be sure when cutting, scoring and
breaking glass to wear eye-protection and
glass gloves.

 

WHERE TO START
 

Hint
The coating can easily chip if left un-sanded. You can use a
sanding block to seam the mirror edges or a wet sander. Always
sand the mirror side down. If the mirror coating is sanded into
itself chipping my appear.

 
Glass can break with very fine sharp edges, nearly invisible to the eye. Save
yourself some deep tiny cuts with the proper glass glove protection. Eye protection
is a must! Small pieces of glass like to jump from the scoreline once scored or
during the breaking process.

 

Begin with your Morton cutting system or flat surface and guides.
 

 
All you need is a flat surface, rulers or yardsticks, and a steady hand.

  
 
 
Measure the dimension you need to cut on your optical mirror. Measure twice
cut once. Remember glass is unforgiving. You will most likely have one shot at
your score line. Sometimes you can get away with a few strokes as long as
the break is clean.

  
TIP: Practicing your pressure and technique on a similar sample mirror or
glass is a must. Our samples range from $1-$4 and you can find them here.

  
Line up your ruler at both ends of the glass where you’ve have measured the
desired cut. Depending on your glass score wheel style, you will have to
account for the small metal space around the wheel. Be sure your glass score
wheel cutter has cutting oil inside. With little to no pressure line up your cut
until the wheel rolls perfectly over your desired breaking point.

  
Now that you’ve practiced your pressure and can hear the scoring sound on
the practice pieces its time to score and break your mirror. You can start
from one side of the mirror to the other. Top to bottom or vice versa. Does not
matter as long as the pressure is even and continuous from one end to the
other.

  
Once properly scored, grab your running pliers. Be sure the running pliers are
face up and the line even with your score. Only move into the mirror with the
pliers about a quarter of an inch. Gently squeeze the handles until your score
line pops apart. If it is difficult to press on the running pliers and your glass
is not breaking apart nicely, the scoreline may not have been deep enough!
Gently rub your finger over the line. You should be able to feel the tiny
scratch of the score.

 

NO CUTTING SYSTEM? NO PROBLEM
 

 
Depending on the size of your circle, you will either use a smaller circular
glass cutter or a more industrial one.

  
 
 
Once the score of the circle is made, trim the excess glass around the mirror.
Depending on the thickness of the mirror you may be able to break the glass
safely from the back by tapping under the scoreline with running pliers. You
can usually do this with thinner material.

  
With 1/4″ glass you will need to score and break as close to the original
score line as possible. Use this method here with tons of practice to perfect
breaking around your circle perfectly.

 

CUTTING CIRCLES
 

Easy Circle Cutting Tool
 

24" Suction Cup Glass Cutter
 

CUTTING TRAPEZOIDS
 

Measure the trapezoid on be mirror
before cutting. Leaving additional
space around the shape leaves for an
easier cut and now you will be less
likely to chip the glass.

 

Hint

Be sure you have the correct width 1,
width 2, and height.

 Once you have the overall
measurements for your trapezoid, line
up all four sides and start the
scoring and breaking method.

 

When cutting glass trapezoids it is all about measuring twice cutting once! 
 

 
What to use and what not to use on your optical mirror glass!

  
 
 
The most common type of surface cleaning will be a canned duster. Safe to
remove common debris that may accumulate overtime without having to
touch the mirror.

 

HOW TO CLEAN OPTICAL GLASS
 

When cleaning the surface you will need a soft microfiber cloth so the
aluminum coating on the glass is not scratched. Next you can use lens
cleaner or isopropyl alcohol to safely polish the mirror.

 

Hint

Optical mirrors with sensitive
coatings may scratch even when
using a  microfiber cloth.

  
The only cleaning wipe to safely
handle these delicate mirrors will
be Kimtech Kimwipes. 

 

Precote 33 is specially
formulated to create a
removable film on the
surface of the mirror.
Replace the laminate on
your first surface mirror
for shipping or storage. 

 

 
Kimtech Kimwipes

 

 
Precote 33

 

READY TO CUT?
 

Tackle your next optical mirror adjustment or hobby glass project with these
glass cutting tools &  cleaning/cutting tips.

 

 
Still need help?

 

Experts with twenty years experience are standing by to answer your questions.
We have the expertise to quickly and accurately answer any questions you have.

We take pride in our customer service, so feel free to contact us.
 

Phone: (419) 787-4526
 Fax: (419) 754-2327

 sales@twowaymirrors.com
 5232 Airport Hwy

 Toledo OH 43615
 

Krista
 Sales Manager

 (419) 461-0710
 krista@twowaymirrors.com

 

James
 Sales Engineer

 (419) 787-4526
 krista@twowaymirrors.com
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